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 Step 1 Determine the left and right gauntlet.  The PowerMadd logo should be face up and located 
on the outside edge of the gauntlet when installed.  See photos on box.  Open the gauntlet 
and turn it inside out.  This will make installing easier.  See photo 1 
 

Step 2 Fasten the Velcro strap located on the 
opposite side of the logo.  Slide the 
closed loop over the inside (reservoir 
cover) of your handguard. See photo 1 

 

 

Step 3 Continue sliding the gauntlet onto the 
handguard until the gauntlet completely 
covers the handguard.  The outside 
edge of the handguard should touch 
the outside edge of the gauntlet.  See 
photo 2 and 3 

 

 

Step 4 

 

 

 

Secure the two outside Velcro straps of 
the gauntlet in a criss-cross fashion as 
shown in photo 3 

 

Step 5 At this point turn the gauntlet right side 
out. See photo 4 
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Step 6 Overlap and secure the side Velcro 
flaps. You have a large area of velcro 
on the side flaps which can be used to 
adjust the position of the gauntlet by 
securing in various positions. See 
photo 5 

 

 

Step 7  Secure the handlebar cover by looping 
the 1” strap through the buckle and 
tighten around handlebar.  The 
handlebar cover will help to seal any air 
and or water from entering the inside of 
your gauntlet.  Make sure the all holes 
are sealed when tightening the strap.  
Extra strap can be tucked into the 
gauntlet.  

 

Step 8 Repeat for other side.  

CAUTION: MAKE SURE THROTTLE 
AND BRAKE FUNCTION AS 
INTENDED.  

 

Note! On the interior outside edge of each 
gauntlet are sewn in loops. These can 
be used to secure the gauntlet to a 
PowerMadd handwrap or any closed 
loop handguard system. 
 
Visit our YouTube channel for install 
instructions: 
www.youtube.com/powermadd2011 

 
 

 

LIMITED WARRANTY POWERMADD warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship under use 

for the purpose it was intended.  POWERMADD shall not be liable for damage or injury caused by defective materials or 

workmanship. POWERMADD may elect to repair or replace this product, but is the sole judge of any defects in their product.  

This warranty does not cover any labor costs to remove or reinstall this product and is effective for one year from the original 

purchase date. 
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